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NEW QUESTION: 1
Digital certificates can be used to ensure which of the
following? (Select TWO).
A. Verification
B. Availability
C. Non-repudiation
D. Confidentiality
E. Authorization
Answer: C,D

NEW QUESTION: 2
A. Option A
B. Option D
C. Option B
D. Option C
Answer: D
Explanation:
Distribution point groups provide a logical grouping of
distribution points and collections for content distribution.
A Distribution point group is not limited to distribution
points from a single site, and can contain one or more
distribution points from any site in the hierarchy. When you
distribute content to a distribution point group, all
distribution points that are members of the distribution point
group receive the content.
Reference: Configuring Distribution Point Groups in
Configuration Manager
https://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/hh427335.aspx

NEW QUESTION: 3
In working with a manipulative client, which of the following
nursing interventions would be most appropriate?
A. Providing a consistent set of guidelines and rules
B. Redirecting the client
C. Bargaining with the client as a strategy to control the
behavior
D. Assigning the client to different staff persons each day
Answer: A
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Explanation:
(A) This answer is incorrect. Bargaining is a manipulative act,
which the nurse could expect from the client.
(B) This answer is incorrect. Confrontation is an effective
nursing strategy with manipulative behavior.
Redirection is appropriate for the client who is out of touch
with reality. (C) This answer is correct.
Manipulative clients must abide by consistent rules. (D) This
answer is incorrect. Manipulation is kept at a minimum if the
same staff person is assigned to the client. Often the client
will attempt to play staff persons against each other.
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